Discord & Inaction:
Bail and Detention Decisions One Year After Humphrey
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Purpose:
Identify trends in bail determinations post-Humphrey decision to understand the use of
standards for detention, common reasons cited for detention, breakdown of releases vs. bail,
and whether certain individualized considerations (like determining ability to pay) are being
given to each and every person being arraigned.
Background:
Observations for this report were conducted in Santa Clara, San Mateo, and Alameda
Counties by associates and members of the Participatory Defense Hubs in felony arraignment
court. In Santa Clara County, Silicon Valley De-Bug has observed the trends of court for nearly a
decade and is currently led by the Community Release Project team that works with those
facing charges to navigate the court system and resource environment for those without the
family and community support that's a main ingredient in pretrial release success. In Alameda
County, the efforts at courtwatching are being spearheaded by Kaila Mathis from Urban Peace
Movement, one of the organizations that makes up the Alameda County Participatory Defense
Hub, and a team of Berkeley Law students, whose support was invaluable for this project.
Finally, San Mateo County Participatory Defense has observed arraignment court for 4 years to
get an understanding of the County’s nearly sole use of cash bail for its pretrial residents.
The task of the observers was to fill in basic identifying information about cases for
tracking purposes and listen closely for the bail determination, but also the reasons cited (FTA,
criminal history, etc.) and the legal standard by which the determination was made. Each hub
conducted observations for a consecutive week to account for inconsistent flows of bail
determinations on any given day. Observers were provided a handout that was manually
entered by those cleaning the data for simplicity. If identifying information or data relating to the
bail determination was missing, we used public portals and daily calendars to fill in relevant
information. If identifying information, key details about bail determination, or other key data was
not heard in court or available online, those cases were removed from the data set and appear
in no form in this report.
Some background on the circumstances of the observation may be helpful. San Mateo
County Participatory Defense is in-person for all observations and conducted the observations
from February 22-28, 2022. Alameda County courts are still on virtual public access lines,
despite attempts from the Hub to open up court access for family support and to assist in their
observations which were conducted from February 23 to March 31, 2022. Thus, observers
mentioned certain gaps and technical difficulties on the court’s end that muddled observations. If
a case was sufficiently unclear so much so that the observer could not hear bail determinations
or reasoning, we did not attempt to fill in missing information, since reasoning and standards
were also unlikely to be heard and would not be reflected in publicly available info; cases in
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Alameda under this criteria were thrown out. Observers in Alameda tracked data from probation
revocation hearings and other unrelated hearings, but removed those cases from the total data
set. Finally, Santa Clara observes court proceedings in-person. With a team of 2 or 3 every day,
they were able to capture the reasoning from the bench without issue and observed February
7-10, 2022. These are the following data points that were captured in this study:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Name (last, first)
Case Number
Prosecutor
Defense Attorney
Judge
Charges
Pretrial Recommendation
DA Recommendation
DA recommended bail
Judge ruling
Bail set by judge
Probation or Parole hold

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Standard the Judge used for bail
determination
bail held with or without prejudice?
Did the attorney ask for a bail
hearing?
Is this charge eligible under Article 1,
Section 12?
If charge eligible, did judge make
Article 1, Section 12 findings?
Low or High bail amount?
Date

Results:
What determination did the judge make? (Cash Bail, OR, SORP, No Bail)
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There is clear variance amongst the different counties in the breakdown. San Mateo is
heavily reliant on cash bail for its pretrial population with 79.3% defendants forced to pay bail
to fight their case on the outside. It’s worth noting that San Mateo County had in place a bail
schedule which sets the minimum amount of cash bail at $250 for all misdemeanors and
most felonies. As of March 2022, both San Mateo County and Alameda County have
increased their base cash bail. If $250 cash bail was already unaffordable for a San Mateo
County resident, the reversion to pre-COVID bail schedules quadruples the base bail for
misdemeanors and most felonies to $1,000. San Mateo County observers noted that there
are a significant number of defendants who are homeless and quite clearly unable to pay the
$250 base bail for misdemeanors and certain felonies.
Alameda judges set similar rates of cash bail compared to releases, but possess a
greater inclination to set No Bail. In San Mateo County, one judge expressed his concern
about his powers for setting No Bail and instead set a $10 million bail. However, just a few
months ago, a different judge suggested she had much-expanded discretion on what cases
could be set in No Bail status when being challenged on the right of a defendant to be given
an affordable bail. Additionally, in Alameda County it is less clear which OR determinations
had conditions attached and which ones did not.
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Santa Clara County’s continued use of $0 Bail (which is set to extend until May 31,
2022) has a massive impact on the ability for poor/working class individuals to be released
and fight the case from the outside. With over 63.7% of people being released without having
to pay for their freedom, one can imagine the cascading effects this has on willingness to
plead prematurely, strength of defense, ability to meet regularly with an attorney, inability to
afford a paid attorney, health issues, long-term economic security, etc. when compared to
similarly situated individuals in San Mateo County on $250 bail.
Of those who had cash bail, how many had their ability to pay considered?
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With Humphrey, the California Supreme Court made clear that courts’ individualized
consideration of a defendant’s ability to pay before setting cash bail is required by both the
federal and California constitutions. The data shows that there was only one mention of
ability to pay by a judge that took the defendant’s individualized ability to pay into
consideration when setting bail in a sample size of three counties and nearly 250 cases. In
San Mateo County, judges will rarely ask or consider ability to pay on a case, unless an
attorney from the Private Defender Program first asks for ability to pay to be considered.
There are two attorneys out of a pool of 8-10 who will mention ability to pay for a few cases
out of 30 in a given day where bail seems excessive for the charge. They cite the form for
court-appointed counsel as evidence for the defendants’ are indigent, but do not present
evidence of their clients’ financial condition beyond this, and judges do not solicit information
on a defendants’ ability to pay. Still, the application of ability to pay to bail determinations in
San Mateo County is completely dependent on the attorney assigned and how excessive the
bail seems to the attorney on the calendar. This individualized consideration is only provided
to a very small number of defendants as this data set begins to show.
Of those who had cash bail, how many were set above $1,000?
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Though one’s ability to pay is situational and subjective, based on our experience in
felony arraignment court and working with families, $1,000 cash bail is the highest bail that
could be considered affordable to the “average person.”

If detained on cash bail set without consideration of ability to pay or No Bail, how
many are charge eligible for detention under Article I section 12 of the California
Constitution?
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If charge eligible for detention, how many Article 1, Section 12 determinations?

Our observations demonstrate that the overwhelming majority of people detained
pretrial were ineligible for detention under Article I section 12 of the California Constitution.
The data demonstrates that 90.8% of people detained pretrial were not charge eligible for
detention and that Article 1, Section 12 findings were made only made 22.2% of the time.
The phrase “charge eligible” is a direct reference to the standard under Article 1, section 12,
which suggests that charges are eligible for detention under Article 1, Section 12. if they are:
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(a) Capital crimes when the facts are evident or the presumption great;
(b) Felony offenses involving acts of violence on another person, or felony sexual assault
offenses on another person, when the facts are evident or the presumption great and the
court finds based upon clear and convincing evidence that there is a substantial likelihood the
person’s release would result in great bodily harm to others; or
(c) Felony offenses when the facts are evident or the presumption great and the court finds
based on clear and convincing evidence that the person has threatened another with great
bodily harm and that there is a substantial likelihood that the person would carry out the
threat if released.
Findings for Article 1, Section 12 were sufficiently made if the judge cited that “the
proof of guilt was evident, or the presumption great" and "clear and convincing evidence
showed that no less restrictive alternatives to incarceration could prevent the defendant from
committing great bodily harm on a member of the public,”

What reasons did the judge use to justify detention?
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What may be most signficant is that judges do not state an individualized reason for
detention around 46.9% of the time. “None” reflects that no reason was given by the judge in
court for detention. The reasons we tracked were the most commonly cited reasons for
detention that have been observed in the past.
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Which legal standard did the judge use when determining detention?
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For 95.4% of cases, there was no legal standard cited when choosing to detain via
Bail/No Bail. Out of all data points tracked, this trend seems most common out of our three
counties: namely, while judges may offer reasons for determinations, the vast majority of
determinations are made without direct recitation of the existing standards, nor do judges
even make allusions to these standards. To account for the lack of specificity and clarity
experienced in all counties previously, we added some allusions to a standard that we had
heard from judges citing “Humphrey” as the standard or just using “Clear and Convincing,”
presumably in place of Article 1, Section 12. In San Mateo County, the observation team can
go months sitting through hundreds of cases without hearing a reference to Article 1, Section
12 or Article 1, Section 28, just vague references to “Public safety risk” and “Flight risk.”

Conclusion:
While the Humphrey decision entrenched ‘ability to pay’ into pretrial procedure, the
total lack of consideration of people’s ability to pay demonstrated in our study is deeply
troubling and is genuinely confounding given that certain parts of Humphrey may be
quarreled over, but the right to payable bail does not appear to be one of them. There is a
basic question which the court must answer: why is there a gap between the right of the
defendant to have the ability to pay in law and a total lack of existence of ability to pay
arguments or considerations for people a year after the decision?
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In truth, these results reflect the day-to-day observations of our hubs over the past
year of post-Humphrey bail determinations. As was addressed previously, two
judges/commissioners in San Mateo County have such varied understandings of Humphrey
such that one thinks he has less understanding of his discretion to set No Bail under
Humphrey but can set $10 Million bail, while the other judge asserts increased discretion in
setting No Bail under Humphrey. From inside the court, it appears that judges create their
own unwritten processes based on their understanding of Humphrey that may overlap with
some of the language from a standard, but they rarely cite the standard in a clear or accurate
way. In San Mateo County, at least, observers noted that there is little appreciable difference
in outcomes for those in arraignment pre-Humphrey and post-Humphrey. Judges refer to
“least restrictive means” every few hundred cases, but presume detention on most others
and may find themselves convinced into a release on a few cases a day.
It strikes us that with the serendipity necessary for both your judge to
understand/correctly apply the standards set forth in Humphrey AND for your Defender to
mention your ability to pay (which this report demonstrates are absent from most
determinations), some parity both within counties and amongst counties must be achieved.
There must be some framework that entrenches the ability to pay into the determination
process in a manner that does not hinge on whims or memory of the judge or Defender, but
is thoroughly integrated into the process of arraignment equally.
Oftentimes, it feels that the expectation for arraignment is for hearings to last under
2-3 minutes, which leaves little time for individualized consideration to be made on bail. In
this sense, judges have two choices: rubberstamp the free flow of people through the court
process, or provide each defendant with their individualized consideration for ability to pay as
provided by law and possibly set the court behind its determined pace. In exchange for
brevity in felony arraignment, defendants’ rights for individualized consideration of payable
bail are denied. One possible remedy to both court overflows and the lack of individualized
consideration for payable bail is to decrease the number of defendants who need their
custodial status reviewed by a judge before being released. In Santa Clara County, between
$0 bail and De-Bug’s community release project, outcomes for defendants are better when
they are released and able to fight their case from the outside. Without uniformity and
accountability from the top, these trends of detention, controlled not by law but by the whim
and varied understandings of the Humphrey decision by judges, will continue without clear
intervention and guidance.
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